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THE SIC DIFFERENCE

Innovative design and proven results is only the beginning. SIC
(Sandwich Islands Composites”) continues its pursuit of perfect performance and maximum glide for paddlers of all abilities. From recreational paddler to the most elite racers on earth,
offering purpose built designs to fit the needs of every type of
paddler, condition and ability takes years of designing, testing
and refining in order to perfect. Being the best means also using the best materials in order to achieve pinnacle performance
that paddlers have come to expect from SIC and this is what
separates SIC from the rest of the pack. Best means best performance on the water and best in service off the water. Being the
“BEST” is SIC’s mission and our promise to you.

ABOUT SIC
SIC, “Sandwich Islands Composites,” is the vision
of SIC founder and shaper Mark Raaphorst. Mark
has more than thirty years of experience building
surfboards, windsurfers, and outrigger canoes.
He is credited as being one of the pioneers of SUP
and for creating some of the most winning race
boards in the world. SIC boards are designed for
speed, agility, and stability. Their sleek styling,
piercing waterlines, quality craftsmanship, and
attention to detail have also earned SIC the reputation of being the “Ferrari of SUP boards” and
simply stated, for being the Best.

ABOUT MARK RAAPHORST
The trajectory of my career started at my local
surfboard shop in The Hague, pushing a broom
from age 14. What I picked up in those dusty
shaping rooms inspired me. In 1986, on a cold
day in the Netherlands, I left my native country
and set out on a two-year journey that took me
around the world. I eventually landed in Hawaii
(once know as the Sandwich Islands), and it became my new home. In Maui, the masters were
many. Most were willing to share, and I was eager to learn . . . and so I did.
For more than fifteen years, I shaped windsurfers
and surfboards while honing my skills. Then, in
2003, the outrigger canoe world caught my attention. Building these sleek, striking crafts was
my next goal. It was a humbling experience. I
found out the hard way that molding 21-foot hollow canoes had little to do with Styrofoam and
my trusted Skill 100 planer. But the stubborn
Dutchman in me persisted, and I was eventually
building some of the fastest OC-1 and OC-4 canoes in the islands.
In 2005, I noticed that stand-up paddling was
catching on. The boards were long and hard to
maneuver. I thought, I can apply my years of
surfboard and windsurf shaping with the techniques I had learned building lightweight, hollow, and styrene core outrigger canoes in order
to make a fast and lightweight SUP board. This
journey and the inspiration along the way led to
the creation of SIC and a new chapter in my story.

SHAPERS NOTES
An old torn-off piece of cardboard nailed down in the shaping bay reads “Fast & Sexy.”That’s where our design philosophy starts. From here, we shape the first design by
hand. We take our concept to the water. We test in glassy,
windless reservoirs, upwind and cross-chop harbor conditions, open-ocean channels and six-foot-plus winter
swells. We then collect feedback from the testers and
the race team. We may hand-shape five to ten iterations
of the board before we get a shape that works perfectly
for the conditions and target performance characteristics
we were striving to achieve. As soon as we feel we have
nailed the design, the next step is getting the shape into
the computer so we can replicate the board with absolute
precision. Whether molded or shaped with a CNC milling
machine, all boards get the same level of custom finishing and attention to every detail. Our team inspires us to
make boards that are lighter, faster, and more maneuverable, which will maintain optimum performance for years
to come. Producing shapes that are not just done to say
ME TOO, Mark and the SIC team are always looking to
make proven shapes better. We believe the SIC customer
deserves the best designs and materials available. Our
ultimate end-goal, however, is to ensure that our customers get a board that displays quality craftsmanship, meets
their performance requirements, and delivers them the
ride of their life.
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2014 PROGRESSION
The 2014 collection returns with completely overhauled graphic styling that sets SIC apart
from the rest. Classics, that have earned SIC iconic status such as the Bullet, F and X series models return with some minor tweaks to make the best boards even better.

All NEW for 2014 are the, X Pro, F, Fish and Air Glide series of inflatable SUP boards.
BULLET-14 V2 -The bullet-14 features an updated V2 rocker line expanding the wind
range of the board making it even faster onto plane in light to moderate winds as well as
limitless top-end speed. The wide point has been slightly narrowed to 26.0” from 27.25”
making this unbeatable board now completely untouchable.
X-PRO -These new flat-water Elite race boards are offered in 2 sizes (12’6” and 14’0”).
Following the winning path of the BULLET and F-16 open-ocean / downwind boards; these
flat-water race boards are already giving (Elite) racers the same wining advantage over the
competition that SIC has provided athletes in open-ocean racing - PURE SPEED!
F-14 - Building on a legacy of gliding and derived from the most winning open-ocean race
board, the F-16, this all new F-14 (14’0”) features, speed, glide-ability and stability that is
unmatched. With a focus on the less experienced paddler looking to find the perfect glide,
however, needing a shape that is more forgiving, capable of taking on sloppy seas and
giving the stability that allows one to get on glide and minimize fatigue, the F-14 brings
gliding to the masses and is also an amazing all-round fitness board.
FISH – This performance surf series offer 2 sizes (7’11”, 8’8”) featuring an all-round
performance shape with a retro look. We set out to produce a board that can shred in any
size surf, excelling in small to mid size waves.
AIR-GLIDE INFLATABLES -Inflatables have “blown-up” in the last few years and for good
reason. The primary benefits are: fun, durability, and transport/store-ability. If you have a
small apartment, small car or small members of your family, the AIR-GLIDE series
of SIC inflatables solves those problems. SIC offers inflatables modeled after
its successful Recon series of recreational fitness /surf shapes (9’9”,
10’4”, 11’4”). Also offered is the inflatable version of the X12
(12’6”), a recreational fitness /flat-water race design.
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RACE – FITNESS – SURF

SIC’s R&D and race team push both equip-

ment and athlete to the limit in the most

extreme conditions in the world. Whether

off the coast of Maui or in the Channel of

Bones, racing BOP or your local lake, you

do not get from one spit of land to the other

safely without the right gear. SIC learned

to create boards with more efficient glide,

better control, and enhanced maneuver-

ability. This resulted in unparalleled fitness,

touring, and surf models, in addition to

world- class race boards.
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PHOTO: SIC FOUNDER MARK RAAPHORST AND THE SIC TEAM SITTING OUTSIDE THE SIC R&D FACILITY, CUSTOM BOARD FACTORY AND THE FAMED DING KING FIBERGLASS AND COMPOSITE, DING / REPAIR FACILITY. FOR MORE INFORMATION
ON ANY OF THE ABOVE CONTACT: FACTORY: (+1) (808) 572-7728 OR EMAIL: SERVICE@SICMAUI.COM

MARK RAAPHORST
SCOTT TRUDON
LIVIO MENELAU
ANDREA MOLLER

TEAM

JEREMY RIGGS
GEORGES CRONSTEADT
SONNI HONSCHEID
TALIA GANGINI

The SIC Team, family, Ohana, call it what you will, while winning is our goal, the family,
the community that exists within SIC is really what it is all about. This is what gives the
SIC brand its face, its personality and its soul.

The SIC team consists of some of the most respected Watermen and Waterwomen in the
world. They are M20champions and record holders, OC1 World Champions, and nearly
every team member has won the Maliko at least one time. The lists of victories at sea are
simply too long to list. SIC has now become a force to be reckoned within flat-water race
circuit and is racking of the victories around the world.

The official SIC team includes founder Mark Raaphorst, Scott Trudon, Livio Menelau,
Andrea Moller, Talia Gangini, Georges Cronsteadt, Sonni Honscheid, and Jeremy Riggs.
Unofficially, nearly every other elite paddler in the world has paddled or is currently paddling on an SIC race-board regardless of who their actual board sponsor is. For reasons
of “political correctness,” we cannot print their name or use their likeness in this catalog,
however, check the Web or our SIC Facebook page for photos of recent events and see
who is winning on SIC boards.

GLIDE CAMPS

WITH JEREMY RIGGS AND OTHER SIC ELITE TEAM MEMBERS / COACHES.

Camps are a full-day, comprehensive clinic, both on-land and on-water. Participants will
learn or improve their fundamental paddling skills. Camps are offered specific to downwind gliding, flat-water or surf techniques. Camps can utilize a standard curriculum
developed by elite paddler and expert instructor Jeremy Riggs and other SIC athletes.
Clinics can be customized and individual coaching, guiding is also available.
General Camp Topics:
t1IZTJDBMBOE.FOUBMQSFQBSBUJPOGPSZPVSQBEEMJOH
t&RVJQNFOUFEVDBUJPO TJ[JOH TFMFDUJPO
t1BEEMF5FDIOJRVFCFHJOOFSToBEWBODFBOEBEWBODFEDPBDIJOH
t%PXOXJOE 'MBUXBUFSBOE4VSG5FDIOJRVF
t3FBEJOHXBUFSBOEXBUFSTBGFUZ
t"OENPSFy

Contact your sales agent for a clinic at your shop or contact SIC at info@sicmaui.com. Private lessons and
guided tours are also available through Paddle With Riggs. Visit www.sicmaui.com for more information.
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DCC MODELS: BULLET-14 (W/ A.S.S.) AND BULLET-17 W/ A.S.S.)

TECHNOLOGY
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SCC MODELS: ALL MODELS EXCLUDING BULLET-14, BULLET-17, F-14 AND FISH

TECHNOLOGY
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TECHNOLOGY

TWC MODELS: ALL MODELS EXCLUDING BULLET-14 V2, BULLET-17, X-12 PRO, X-14 PRO AND FISH MODELS.

TECHNOLOGY

GC MODELS: ALL FISH AND F-14
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TECHNOLOGY
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BULLET SERIES

OPEN-OCEAN RACE / FITNESS / TOURING
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11.0

12.6

14.0

OPEN-WATER RACE / FITNESS
ocean gliding, simply touring around,
this board does it all.

BULLET14 V2

VOLUME
237L

LENGTH
12’6”
381cm

WIDTH
28.5”
72cm

VOLUME
237L

SUGGESTED RIDER WEIGHT MAX: 225 LBS.
AVERAGE BOARD WEIGHT 32.9 LBS., 14.9 KG.

AVAILABLE CONSTRUCTIONS
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14.0

ers over long distances. By moving the
nose rocker forward the “entry” shifted
forward as well; this keeps the board
from “pushing” water at low speed and
in calm water. The outline’s wide point
has been shifted forward. This gives a
rider enough balance to power up and
catch bumps.

SUGGESTED RIDER WEIGHT MAX: 215 LBS.
SCC- AVERAGE BOARD WEIGHT 27.5 LBS., 12.5 KG.

LENGTH
14’0”
424.8cm

AVAILABLE CONSTRUCTIONS

LENGTH
14’0”
426cm

Standard features include proprietary EZ-Grab handle and Weedless 8.3” fin. .

WIDTH
VOLUME
27.25”
265L
69.25cm
Standard features include proprietary EZ-Grab handle and Weedless 8.3” fin.

WIDTH
VOLUME
27.25”
295L
69.25cm

and this is the essence of the Bullet-14. With a slightly wider waist
than the V2 (Elite) version and with
a bit more rocker, this classic is fast
yet forgiving when plowing over chop
or minimizing the bow pearling in the
trough of the wave.

ALL-ROUND FITNESS / TOURING / RACE

WIDTH
28.5”
72cm

AVAILABLE CONSTRUCTIONS

LENGTH
12’6”
382cm

The Bullet-14 V2 is the ultimate downwind gliding machine. Whether racing
in Hawaii, Hood River or your local lake,
the Bullet-14 V2 will astonish the best
and dust rest! With emphasis on connecting bumps and ease of getting into
them. The V2 is slightly narrower than
the original BULLET-14, however, it has
enough stability to balance fatigued rid-

BULLET14

VOLUME
208 L

Standard features include proprietary EZ-Grab handle and Weedless 7.0” fin.

With just the right mixture of rocker
and width, this board will stay on
glide longer to connect even the
smallest bumps. Incidentally, openwater race boards have all proven
to be some of the most versatile fitness and touring boards. They are
designed to handle any condition
Mother Nature can throw your way

BULLET12

WIDTH
28.5”
72cm

SUGGESTED RIDER WEIGHT MAX: 215 LBS.
SCC- AVERAGE BOARD WEIGHT 24.4 LBS., 11.1 KG.
TWC- AVERAGE BOARD WEIGHT 29.8 LBS., 13.5 KG.

BULLET11
great for lighter males. If you want
a lite weight board that does it all,
flat-water fitness, downwind gliding,
small wave surfing, and even your
yoga class, there is no better board
in the world.

LENGTH
11’0”
336cm

The Bullet-12 has taken on its own
identity in the world of SUP. Bred
from open-ocean racers, this smaller,
more maneuverable version has
quickly become known as the most
versatile board on the market. The
Bullet-12 can be whatever you need
it to be flat-water fitness, surf, open

ALL-ROUND FITNESS / RACE

VOLUME
208 L

SUGGESTED RIDER WEIGHT MAX: 175 LBS.
SCC- AVERAGE BOARD WEIGHT 22 LBS., 9.9 KG.
TWC- AVERAGE BOARD WEIGHT 28.2 LBS., 12.8 KG.

ALL-ROUND FITNESS / GLIDING / SURF

The Bullet-11 is truly a one of a kind
board in the 11-foot range. Derived
from its larger Bullet series counterparts, this board is truly well rounded
for every kind of condition. Built for
recreational fitness paddling and
primarily ladies looking for all-round
performance, this board also works

WIDTH
28.5”
72cm

AVAILABLE CONSTRUCTIONS

LENGTH
11’0”
336.5cm

Standard features include proprietary EZ-Grab handle and Weedless 7.0” fin.

VOLUME
265L

Standard features include proprietary
EZ-Grab handle and Dagger 9.0” fin.
Active Steering System cable conduits are dual plumbed and rigged to
either goofy or regular foot side.

14.0

SUGGESTED RIDER WEIGHT MAX: 225 LBS.
SCC/ASS- AVERAGE BOARD WEIGHT 29.4 LBS., 13.3 KG

for stability and for better glide. The
design finishes with panel-V design in
the tail for a falling sea and increased
maneuverability.

BULLET14 V2 w/ASS
OPEN-WATER RACE / FITNESS
A versatile fitness and touring
board. That glides like a graceful
swan through the water. The low
nose rocker creates a long effective
water line combining with a slight
single concave for easy acceleration,
graduating to flat through the middle

WIDTH
27.35”
69.5cm

AVAILABLE CONSTRUCTIONS

LENGTH
14’0”
426.7cm

17.4

14.0

OPEN-WATER RACE / TOURING

F16

new Bullet-14 V2, which makes the board
quick to plane and prolongs the glide.
The F-14, provides the solution for larger
paddlers and paddlers who prefer a wider
board with more stability. The F-14 has
all of the high performance characteristics
one expects from an SIC board and makes
for a great touring and multi purpose hull.

Standard features include Weedless
7.0” fin.

LENGTH
16’0”
487cm

WIDTH
VOLUME
27.3”
323L
69.35cm

AVAILABLE CONSTRUCTIONS

The F-16 helped to put SIC on the map
and in the annals of open-water racing
history with more victories in its class
than any other. Fast, forgiving and
fun, the F-16 has become an icon and
timeless classic. Its full rails provide
tremendous rail-to-rail stability and
makes battling cross-chop and steep
troughs a breeze. The rocker profile

ALL-ROUND FITNESS / TOURING / RACE

VOLUME
298L

AVAILABLE CONSTRUCTIONS

LENGTH
WIDTH
14’0”
30”
426.72cm 76.2cm

SUGGESTED RIDER WEIGHT MAX: 325 LBS.
GC- AVERAGE BOARD WEIGHT 29.8 LBS., 13.5 KG.

F14
catch bumps from any direction. Its
panel-V tail design keeps the nose
elevated in the troughs and in the chop.
Only available with SIC’s original A.S.S.
(Active Steering System).

Standard features include Dagger
9.0” fin. Active Steering System
cable conduits are dual plumbed
and rigged to either goofy or regular
foot side.

The F-14 is the shorter counterpart to the
race proven F-16. The F-14 offers more
volume and stability without sacrificing
performance. The wider mid-point and tail
enables the paddler to put power behind
their stroke and mitigates power loss. Rail
shapes & nose rockers are modeled after
the highly versatile F-16 making the board
comfortable in demanding conditions.
The rocker profile is derived from the

ELITE OPEN-WATER RACE

VOLUME
370L

SUGGESTED RIDER WEIGHT MAX: 300 LBS.
SCC- AVERAGE BOARD WEIGHT 35.4 LBS., 16.1 KG.

BULLET17
The BULLET-17 is THE must have board
for any open-water elite racer that wants
to strike the podium or for the person
who takes their gliding seriously. This
down-wind missile has a narrower
outline and more gradual rocker, which
keeps you in the energy zone of the
swell, maintains the highest average
speed, and can maneuver quickly to

WIDTH
26.6”
67.5cm

AVAILABLE CONSTRUCTIONS

LENGTH
17’4”
529.7cm

16.0

SUGGESTED RIDER WEIGHT MAX: 215 LBS.
SCC- AVERAGE BOARD WEIGHT 31.7 LBS., 14.4 KG.

and pronounced nose keeps the F-16
on glide and virtually eliminates purling
in tighter interval swell like local lakes,
Hood River and Lake Garda. Actively
raced today and a still favorite of elite
and recreational paddlers alike. Only
available with SIC’s original A.S.S.
(Active Steering System).

Standard features include Dagger
9.0” fin. Active Steering System
cable conduits are dual plumbed
and rigged to either goofy or regular
foot side.
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X SERIES

FLAT-WATER RACE / FITNESS / TOURING
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12.6

14.0

12.6

ELITE FLAT-WATER RACE
and keeps the board in glide mode
between strokes. Sharp rails at the
tail shear water for unlimited speed
on the open range.

LENGTH
14’0”
425cm

WIDTH
28.5”
72.4cm

VOLUME
280 L

AVAILABLE CONSTRUCTIONS

AVAILABLE CONSTRUCTIONS

WIDTH
VOLUME
26.0”
253L
69.22cm

14.0

faster and stay on glide longer. The
narrower shape makes for a faster,
more agile, pure race board for the
Elite racer.

SUGGESTED RIDER WEIGHT MAX: 225 LBS.
SCC- AVERAGE BOARD WEIGHT 26.4 LBS., 11.9 KG.

LENGTH
14’0”
425cm

VOLUME
230 L

LENGTH
12’6”
381cm

Standard features include proprietary EZ-Grab handle and Weedless 8.3” fin..

WIDTH
26.0”
66.0cm

Like the X-12 Pro, the X-14 is built
for speed over stability. Whether
racing in the Elite 14-foot or
unlimited class, course or distance
racing, the X-14 is best-in-class. The
X-14 PRO’s progressive waterline
provides a lively feel, which leads to
quicker acceleration getting on glide

X14 PRO

VOLUME
280 L

ance and can handle narrower boards in
an effort to maximize their turning agility, acceleration and top-end speed. The
SIC team is no exception and they have
been winning races around the globe on
these boards and now you know part of
their secret.

ELITE FLAT-WATER RACE

WIDTH
28.5”
72.4cm

AVAILABLE CONSTRUCTIONS

LENGTH
14’0”
425cm

Standard features include proprietary EZ-Grab handle and Weedless 7.0” fin..

SUGGESTED RIDER WEIGHT MAX: 215 LBS.
SCC- AVERAGE BOARD WEIGHT 25.3 LBS., 11.5 KG.

X12 PRO

VOLUME
266 L

Standard features include proprietary EZ-Grab and Weedless 8.3” fin.

With feedback from some of the most
elite flat-water paddlers, SIC built the
X-12 and X-14 Pro series boards. If you
paddle in glassy lakes or enclosed bays,
then this board will be stable enough for
most, however, rarely are conditions flat,
smooth or glassy, especially in a race
or if you are trailing the pack. With that
said, Elite paddlers have exceptional bal-

FLAT-WATER FITNESS / RACE / TOURING

WIDTH
29.5”
74.9cm

SUGGESTED RIDER WEIGHT MAX: 250 LBS.
SCC- AVERAGE BOARD WEIGHT 28.6 LBS., 12.9 KG.
TWC- AVERAGE BOARD WEIGHT 35.9 LBS., 16.3 KG.

X14
board that has a bit more width for
added stability. Remember: you are
faster on your board than swimming
next to it!

LENGTH
12’6”
381cm

A scaled-up version of the X-12, this
fast, stable, fitness/race board is race
ready or good to go on your coastal
excursion. This 14-foot beauty offers
great volume for added stability and
larger paddlers. The displacement
bow is like a knife through flat-water
and chop. The quick transition to flat
in the rocker-line provides stability

X12

VOLUME
249 L

SUGGESTED RIDER WEIGHT MAX: 225 LBS.
SCC- AVERAGE BOARD WEIGHT 25.9 LBS., 11.75 KG.
TWC- AVERAGE BOARD WEIGHT 31.9 LBS., 14.5 KG.

FLAT-WATER FITNESS / RACE / TOURING
With its wave-piercing bow and a
quick transition to flat, this “Stock
Class” board has a great glide in
“displacement mode” while in calm
waters and is stable when in “planing mode” in choppier conditions.
Sharp rails at the tail shear water for
unlimited speed. This is your board of
choice if you want a fast fitness / race

WIDTH
28”
71.1cm

AVAILABLE CONSTRUCTIONS

LENGTH
12’6”
381cm

Standard features include proprietary EZ-Grab handle and Weedless 7.0” fin.
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SURF SERIES
SURF / RECREATION
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high-performance maneuvers in all
conditions. Don’t be deceived by the
retro design: these boards are modern day rippers.
SUGGESTED WEIGHT MAX: 190 LBS.
GC- AVERAGE BOARD WEIGHT 24.4 LBS., 11.1 KG.

7.11

FISH8.8
PERFORMANCE SURF

The new FISH 8’8” is the big brother
of the 7’11” FISH. Geared towards
the larger surfer that demands performance; this board is optimal for
smaller and mushier waves, yet, it
still charges when the swell picks

AVAILABLE CONSTRUCTIONS

up. If you have never ridden a FISH
this board will change your game.

SUGGESTED WEIGHT MAX: 215 LBS.
GC- AVERAGE BOARD WEIGHT 28.4 LBS., 12.9 KG.

8.8

RECREATION / SURF

RECON9.9
A later comer to the 2013 collection,
this fun-shape, surf-style board,
receives amazing reviews every
time someone takes it into the lineup. Whether paddling through the
shore-break, standing outside waiting for your wave or dropping in, the
Recon 9’9” does it with style and
ease. It performs great down the

WIDTH
VOLUME
29.5”
128 L
74.95cm

AVAILABLE CONSTRUCTIONS

LENGTH
9’9”
297cm

line on smaller waves due to its full
nose and turns great on mid to large
size waves as a result of its squash
tail. This is a perfect all-round surfboard light-mid weight shredders
and shredettes.

SUGGESTED WEIGHT MAX: 200 LBS.
TWC- AVERAGE BOARD WEIGHT 21.6 LBS., 9.8 KG.

6).6

FISH7.11
PERFORMANCE SURF

The new FISH 7’11”has proven to
be one of the most versatile surf
designs on the water. Flatter and
wider, the fish is ideal for small to
mid size waves. The retro swallowtail provides good speed down-theline and it carries its speed though
AVAILABLE CONSTRUCTIONS

LENGTH
8’8”
264cm

WIDTH
VOLUME
29.75”
111 L
75.55cm

LENGTH
7’11”
241cm

Standard features include THREEFOUR XL fin set.

WIDTH
VOLUME
29.75”
100 L
75.55cm

Standard features include THREEFOUR XL fin set.

RECREATION / SURF

RECON10.4

New this year, the Recon 10’4” is the
board that offers stability and performance for nearly any size rider.
An updated version of last season’s
Recon 10’6”, which excelled in larger waves, the 10’4” charges in small
to large waves. The wider waist, fuller nose and squashed tail make this
board very stable when making your

WIDTH
VOLUME
31”
144 L
78.75cm

AVAILABLE CONSTRUCTIONS

LENGTH
10’4”
320cm

10.4

way out to the lineup. Don’t waste
energy standing on the outside waiting for your chance to drop in only
to have your legs fatigued and blow
your first turn. After all, it’s supposed to be fun, not a balancing act.

SUGGESTED WEIGHT MAX: 225 LBS.
SCC- AVERAGE BOARD WEIGHT 35.45 LBS., 16.1 KG.

PG.
PG.2929

SUGGESTED WEIGHT MAX: 200 LBS.
TWC- AVERAGE BOARD WEIGHT 21.6 LBS., 9.8 KG.

line on smaller waves due to its full
nose and turns great on mid to large
size waves as a result of its squash
tail. This is a perfect all-round surfboard light-mid weight shredders
and shredettes.

6).6

RECON9.9
RECREATION / SURF
A later comer to the 2013 collection,
this fun-shape, surf-style board,
receives amazing reviews every
time someone takes it into the lineup. Whether paddling through the
shore-break, standing outside waiting for your wave or dropping in, the
Recon 9’9” does it with style and
ease. It performs great down the

AVAILABLE CONSTRUCTIONS

RECON10.4
RECREATION / SURF

New this year, the Recon 10’4” is the
board that offers stability and performance for nearly any size rider.
An updated version of last season’s
Recon 10’6”, which excelled in larger waves, the 10’4” charges in small
to large waves. The wider waist, fuller nose and squashed tail make this
board very stable when making your

AVAILABLE CONSTRUCTIONS

10.4

way out to the lineup. Don’t waste
energy standing on the outside waiting for your chance to drop in only
to have your legs fatigued and blow
your first turn. After all, it’s supposed to be fun, not a balancing act.
SUGGESTED WEIGHT MAX: 225 LBS.
SCC- AVERAGE BOARD WEIGHT 35.45 LBS., 16.1 KG.

RECON11.11

11.4

RECREATION / SURF

AVAILABLE CONSTRUCTIONS

The Recon 11’11” is at home in the
surf or on the lake. Its generous
length and volume make it a board
for the whole family. Inspired by an
SIC classic called the Kunalu, this
modern version features an intelligent surf outline with a fast rocker

RECREATION / SURF

some beers off your buddy’s boat. If
you subscribe to the 80/20 rule i.e.
surf 80% of the time and paddle for
flat water recreation and fitness the
other 20% of the time, the Recon
11’4” is a great board for you.

SUGGESTED WEIGHT MAX: 200 LBS.
GC- AVERAGE BOARD WEIGHT 23.3 LBS., 10.6 KG.

RECON11.4
This board is super fun and versatile. The 11’4” was designed for the
person that’s looking for more of a
classic longboard feel. It is longer yet
narrower than the 10’4” so you have
performance with great turning capability or step out and get toes-on-thenose. If the waves are flat, paddle to
the other side of the harbor to collect

AVAILABLE CONSTRUCTIONS

WIDTH
VOLUME
31”
200 L
78.75cm

LENGTH
11’11”
363.2cm

VOLUME
171 L

LENGTH
11’4”
345.5cm

Standard features include Mahi 9.0” fin.

WIDTH
29.5”
74.9cm

LENGTH
10’4”
320cm

Standard features include Mahi 9.0” fin.

WIDTH
VOLUME
31”
144 L
78.75cm

LENGTH
9’9”
297cm

Standard features include THREEFOUR fin set.

WIDTH
VOLUME
29.5”
128 L
74.95cm

Standard features include THREEFOUR fin set.

11.11

profile. If you want an all-round
cruiser, big guy surf board, or you
want to race it in the “Surf Class”;
this board can do it all.

SUGGESTED WEIGHT MAX: 215 LBS.
GC- AVERAGE BOARD WEIGHT 35.45 LBS., 16.1 KG.
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AIR-GLIDE SERIES
SURF / RECREATION / FITNESS
SIC inflatables are in class above the rest. All our designs utilize 6” thickness
for maximum stiffness but managed to stay incredibly light. Each inflatable is
designed with SIC DNA to make them stand out from the crowd.
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11.4
6).6

FLAT-WATER FITNESS / RACE

X12 AIR-GLIDE

10.4

ALL-ROUND SURF / FITNESS

RECON11.4 AIR-GLIDE

HEIGHT
6.0”
15.25cm

AVAILABLE CONSTRUCTIONS

WIDTH
30.0”
76.2cm

VOLUME
230 L

SUGGESTED RIDER WEIGHT MAX: 280 LBS.
DSC- AVERAGE BOARD WEIGHT 21.1 LBS., 9.57 KG.

have a fun day at any beach and not
worry about fixing the dings. When
it’s just you; take it out and get your
toes-on-the-nose.

ALL-ROUND SURF / FITNESS
200 pounds. This is a great all-around
board for everyone who has a need
for convenience and does not want to
sacrifice performance.
SUGGESTED RIDER WEIGHT MAX: 250 LBS.
DSC- AVERAGE BOARD WEIGHT 20.4 LBS., 9.25 KG.

LENGTH
11’4”
345cm

WIDTH
30”
76.2cm

HEIGHT
6.0”
15.25cm

AVAILABLE CONSTRUCTIONS

LENGTH
12’6”
382cm

12.6

rying bag which is easy to take to the
beach on your bike, in a small car, or
fly off to an exotic island.

SUGGESTED RIDER WEIGHT MAX: 300 LBS.
DSC- AVERAGE BOARD WEIGHT 21.9 LBS., 9.93 KG.

VOLUME
245 L

A replica of the X-12 carbon race
board, this fitness / race board is
perfect for family fun, fitness workouts and for competing in the 12-foot
inflatable race class. The X-12 AIRGLIDE is stiff, fast, and at the end of
the day, fits in a small backpack car-

RECON10.4 AIR-GLIDE

HEIGHT
6.0”
15.25cm

AVAILABLE CONSTRUCTIONS

WIDTH
31.0”
78.75cm

Bring the family. This board is big
enough for most any rider or family
of 4. It’s very stable and can handle
rough water with ease. It also has a
nice glide when you’re up for a workout. A great family board to teach first
timers, or throw a few kids on it and

RECON9.9 AIR-GLIDE
line or off the lip on a board that fits in
a backpack. With this new inflatable
technology transporting and storing
your board have never been easier.
SUGGESTED RIDER WEIGHT MAX: 225 LBS.
DSC- AVERAGE BOARD WEIGHT 18.5 LBS., 8.4 KG.

LENGTH
10’4”
315cm

VOLUME
230 L

This board can do it all. Paddle the
harbor and rule the lineup. The Recon
AG 10’4” is a super versatile fitness /
surf style board. Light and agile, this
board is very shred-able. The overall
volume works for lightweight riders
and will float paddlers in excess of

ALL-ROUND SURF / FITNESS

HEIGHT
6.0”
15.25cm

VOLUME
210 L

This SUP can surf. Its super stiff and
stable for a paddler of any experience
level. It features a single removable
main fin which means this board
tracks straight and makes catching
the wave that much easier. There is
no better feeling then flying down the

WIDTH
30.0”
76.20cm

AVAILABLE CONSTRUCTIONS

LENGTH
9’9”
297cm
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The 2014 line offers four distinct paddles. Whatever your needs—from high
performance Battle to the adjustable Glide—we have the paddle for everyone. SIC paddles are made from the highest grade carbon fiber, giving you
the lightest, stiffest paddle available. Lightweight, superior design characteristics of SIC paddles will result in a faster, less fatiguing, and more
enjoyable paddle experience, from the everyday paddle enthusiast to
the most elite racers in the world.

BATTLE
ELITE RACE

The BATTLE paddle is like
no other paddle in the world.
It is 100% handmade in the
USA and utilizes advanced
space-age technology. With
a pre-preg carbon, tapered
oval shaft, you get the lightest
weight paddle with minimal
deflection for maximum
stoke power, Fast, strong,
light weight is the winning
combination. The blade is a
light-weight Oxeon carbon
fiber sandwiched over a highquality, top secret, PVC foam
core. The handle is a 100%
carbon fiber, bladder molded
construction with an ergo
dynamic grip.

MALIKO

ELITE RACE

The MALIKO will go head
to head with any paddle on
the market today and beat it.
Light-weight, minimal deflection form maximum stroke
power and very comfortable
to paddle. Slightly softer than
the SIC BATTLE paddle for
those who like a competitive
but slightly softer flex, this
blade will pull you to victory
or get you into a smooth
glide with minimal effort.
SHAFT
t$BSCPOmCFS
t3PVOETIBGU
t4BOEFENBUUFmOJTI
twDVUUPMFOHUITIBGU

BLADE
t35.NPMEFEDBSCPOCJBYJBM
and uni-directional fibers

tEFHSFFCMBEFTXFFQGPSPQtimal power and clean release

t-JHIUXFJHIU17$DPSF
sandwich
BLADE
t 35. NPMEFE 0YFPO DBSCPO
fiber

t'PJMFEUPNJOJNJ[FUVSCVMFODF 
providing the smoothest entry/
exit possible

SHAFT
t1SFQSFHDBSCPOmCFS0WBM
tapered
t8BYQPMJTIFEmOJTI
twDVUUPMFOHUITIBGU

t-JHIUXFJHIU(FSNBO17$DPSF
sandwich

t#MBEFTPGGFSFEJOUISFFTJ[FT
100, 105, 110 square inches.

tEFHSFFCMBEFTXFFQGPSPQtimal power and clean release
t'PJMFEUPNJOJNJ[FUVSCVMFODF 
providing the smoothest entry/
exit possible

GRIP
t$BSCPOmCFS CMBEEFSNPMEFE
t&SHP$PNGPSUHSJQ

t$VSWFEUJQBOEDPODBWFQPXFS
face for a quick catch

t$VSWFEUJQBOEDPODBWFQPXFS
face for a quick catch
t#MBEFTPGGFSFEJOUISFFTJ[FT
100, 105, 110 square inches.
t 8FJHIUT SBOHJOH GSPN 
ounces (370 grams) to 14.5
ounces (440 grams)
GRIP
t$BSCPOmCFS CMBEEFSNPMEFE
t&SHP$PNGPSUHSJQ

GLIDE

RACE/SURF/FITNESS

The Glide paddle features the
same blade and size options
of the Maliko, but the shaft
is a carbon/fiberglass hybrid
design that creates greater
flex and less stress for more
sensitive shoulders, yet,
remains competition worthy.
If you want a powerful and
durable paddle to hold up
when you get pounded in the
surf then the Glide is a great
paddle for you.

SHAFT
t$BSCPOmCFS'JCFSHMBTT
composite
t3PVOETIBGU
t4BOEFENBUUFmOJTI
twDVUUPMFOHUITIBGU

BLADE
t35.NPMEFEmCFSHMBTT

t-JHIUXFJHIU17$DPSF
sandwich

tEFHSFFCMBEFTXFFQGPS
optimal power and clean
release

t'PJMFEUPNJOJNJ[FUVSCVMFODF 
providing the smoothest entry/
exit possible

t$VSWFEUJQBOEDPODBWF
power face for a quick catch

t#MBEFTPGGFSFEJOUISFFTJ[FT
100, 105, 110 square inches.

GRIP
t$BSCPOmCFS CMBEEFSNPMEFE
t&SHP$PNGPSUHSJQ

GLIDE

ADJUSTABLE

RECREATION/ALL-ROUND

The adjustable glide is the
perfect entry-level paddle for
everyone from a small child
to a tall adult. It has a strong
but light fiberglass shaft for a
good look and feel and a plastic
blade and handle for maximum
durability and low cost. This
is the perfect paddle for your
friends to try SUP.

SHAFT
t'JCFSHMBTTDPNQPTJUF
t3PVOETIBGU
t"EKVTUBCMF

BLADE
t35.NPMEFEmCFSHMBTT

t-JHIUXFJHIU17$DPSF
sandwich

tEFHSFFCMBEFTXFFQGPS
optimal power and clean release

t'PJMFEUPNJOJNJ[FUVSCVMFODF 
providing the smoothest entry/
exit possible

t$VSWFEUJQBOEDPODBWFQPXFS
face for a quick catch

t#MBEFTPGGFSFEJOUISFFTJ[FT
100, 105, 110 square inches

GRIP
t$BSCPOmCFS CMBEEFSNPMEFE
t&SHP$PNGPSUHSJQ
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BAG
SIZES:
BULLET-11’0”
BULLET-12’6”
BULLET-14’0”
BULLET-17’4”

BULLET SERIES
t%VSBCMFQBEEFE IFBUSFTJTUBOUGBCSJD
t)FBWZEVUZ[JQQFST
t1BEEFEIBOEMFTBOETIPVMEFSTUSBQ
t"DDFTTUPUIFCPBSEIBOEMF
t3FJOGPSDFEOPTFBOEUBJM

BAG
SIZES:
X-12’6”
X-14’0”
F 16’0”

X SERIES

BAG
SIZES:
Fish 7’11”
Fish 8’8”
Recon 9’9”
Recon 10’4”
Recon 11’4”
Recon 11’11”

t%VSBCMFQBEEFE IFBUSFTJTUBOUGBCSJD
t)FBWZEVUZ[JQQFST
t1BEEFEIBOEMFTBOETIPVMEFSTUSBQ
t"DDFTTUPUIFCPBSEIBOEMF
t3FJOGPSDFEOPTFBOEUBJM

* X12’6” Pro fits in X-12’6” and X14 Pro fits in X-14’0”

SURF SERIES
t%VSBCMFQBEEFE IFBUSFTJTUBOUGBCSJD
t)FBWZEVUZ[JQQFST
t1BEEFEIBOEMFTBOETIPVMEFSTUSBQ
t3FJOGPSDFEOPTFBOEUBJM

PADDLE BAG
Padded travel paddle protection with external storage
pouch. A heavy duty, corrosion proof zipper and adjustable shoulder strap that alows
for multiple paddles and storage.

PADDLE BAG
BLADE

Protect your SUP paddle
blade with this high quality SIC foam padded paddle
cover.

RACK PADS

Protect your boards on the roof of
your vehicle. The SIC rack pads will
protect anything that sits on top of it.

FINS

Glass / Carbon, Standard Finbox

WEEDLESS (7.0” & 8.3” FITNESS / RACE)

Glass / Carbon A.S.S. Rudder

DAGGER (FITNESS / RACE)

Glass / Carbon, Standard Finbox

MAHI (9.0” SINGLE SURF FIN)

THREEFOUR (TRI/QUAD)

Glass Carbon, FSC compatible
(2 Symmetrical, 2 Asymmetrical)
(Also Available in XL)
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DAILY DRIVER –THIS LEASH IS FOR ONE OF THE SMALLER DAYS WHERE YOU’D RATHER NOT USE A LEASH
BUT SHOULD. IT’S SLIM AND HAS LITTLE DRAG. IS STILL PRETTY BOMBER AND SECURE FOR THE SNEAKER SET.
BEST FOR 2’-4’ WAVES.(6-FOOT X 7MM /DOUBLE SWIVEL / 1 ½ VELCRO ANKLE WRAP)

BIG WEDNESDAY- THIS BOMBER STRAIGHT LEASH WILL KEEP YOU CONNECTED IN
NEARLY ANY SIZE SURF AND IF YOU GET FREIGHT TRAINED IT HAS A COMFORTABLE ANKLE
WRAP. (8-FOOT X 9MM /DOUBLE SWIVEL / 1 ½ VELCRO ANKLE WRAP)

DOWNWINDER- THIS COIL LEASH IS BEST LEASH FOR LAKE TOURING, RACING AND OPEN
OCEAN WORK. THE COILS WILL HELP TO KEEP THE LEASH OUT FROM UNDER YOUR FEE AND WILL
MINIMIZE DRAG. DESIGNED TO GO AROUND THE CALF IT CAN ALSO BE RIDDEN ATTACHED TO YOUR
ANKLE. (6-FOOT X 7MM /DOUBLE SWIVEL / 1 ½ VELCRO CALF / ANKLE WRAP)

SIC LOGO T WHITE
100% PRESHRUNK COTTON T-SHIRT
SIZES S, M, L, XL

SIC LOGO T BLACK
100% PRESHRUNK COTTON T-SHIRT
SIZES S, M, L, XL

SIC ZIP HOODY BLACK
100% PRESHRUNK COTTON
HOODY. SIZES S, M, L, XL

SIC TRUCKER HAT BLACK. RED CONTRAST STITCHING.
HAWAIIAN ISLANDS EMBROIDERED PATCH ON SIDE.

SIC LOGO VISOR BLACK. RED CONTRAST STITCHING.
HAWAIIAN ISLANDS EMBROIDERED PATCH ON SIDE.
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SICMAUI

5IF.BVJ3%GBDJMJUZFNQMPZTBGBNJMZ
of passionate, driven, water sports fanatics. In their spare time, many of the crew
coach kids in outrigger canoes, surfing,
windsurfing and of course paddling. It’s
a labor of love both in the factory and on
the water. Whether building boards or
helping to shape the future generations
of watermen and women, we are driven
by a love of water sports, a sense of
community, the desire to make the best
product in the world and most of all, to go
fast and have fun!!!
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X12.6
SCC (12’6” X 28”) TWC (12’6” X 29.5”)

(12’6” X 26”)

X12.6 PRO

X-SERIES

X14

(14’0” X 28.5”)

X14 PRO
(14’0” X 26”)

(11’0” X 28.5”)

BULLET11

(12’6” X 28.5”)

BULLET12.6

(14’0” X 27.25”)

BULLET14

BULLET-SERIES
PRO
(14’0” X 27.25”)

BULLET14

(17’4” X 26.6”)

BULLET17.4

(14’0” X 30”)

F14 WIDE-GLIDE

F-SERIES

F16

(16’0” X 27.3”)

FISH7.11

(7’11” X 29.75”)

FISH-SERIES

FISH8.8

(8’8” X 29.75”)

(9’9” X 29.5”)

RECON9.9

(10’4” X 31”)

(11’4” X 29.5”)

RECON11.4

RECON-SERIES

RECON10.4

(11’11” X 31”)

RECON11.11

(9’9” X 30”)

RECON-AIR9.9

(11’11” X 30”)

RECON-AIR11.11

AIR GLIDE-SERIES

(10’4” X 31”)

RECON-AIR10.4

(12’6” X 30”)

X-AIR12

JAPAN

DYNATRADE HANDELSAGENTUR
Kölner Str 52
Essen, Germany D-45145
Tel: +49(0)177-5927792
Email: phil@dyna-trade.de

EUROPE

VELAUNO
2430 Loiza Street
San Juan, PR 913
Tel: (787) 728-8716
Email: fernando@velauno.com
Email2: jaime@velauno.com

PEURTO RICO / CARIBBEAN

BRAVA TRADE INTERNATIONAL
1031 Calle Recodo
San Clemente, CA 92673
Tel: (949) 369-7000
Email: alex@bravatrade.net

BRAZIL

INSTYLE ENTERPRISES PTY LTD
PO box 929
Newport Beach, NSW 2106
Tel: (+61) 2 9979 7055
Email: peter@instyle.net.au

AUSTRALIA

SIC / FLOW SPORTS INC.
1021 Calle Recodo
San Clemente, CA 92673 (USA)
Tel: (949) 361–5260
Email: info@sicmaui.com

U.S. / CANADA

SOPADEP SA
P.O. Box 1617
Papeete, Tahiti 98713
Tel: +689 777577
Email: jacques.solari@sopadep.pf

TAHITI

SIC SPAIN / WINDSURFER’S PARADISE S.L.
Batista y Roca 42, Edifico, Nave 7B
Mataro, Spain 08302
Tel: 34 93 751 03 20
Email: comercial@windparadise.com

SPAIN

WINDFREAK
6 Residentia Ave.
Landen Zeezicht, Somerset West 7130
Tel: (079) 569 4688
Email: rob@windfreak.com

SOUTH AFRICA

SANDBOX
17 Rue Neil Armstrong Ouemo
Noumea 98804
Tel: (687) 778962
Email: olivier@mls.nc

NEW CALEDONIA

INTERNATIONAL DISTRIBUTORS

JAPAN / SHRIRO TRADING CO., LTD.
Flow Division
Tel: (+81) 3-5440-7606
Email: yyamauchi@shriro.co.jp

